YEAR 8-9 MATHEMATICS

Cricket Smart

Student Resource
BRADMAN BY THE NUMBERS
Sir Donald Bradman is arguably the best batter
that the sport of cricket has ever known. He is
consistently named in the top 10 lists of the
best athletes of all time and as a cricketer, he
created statistics that had never been seen
before and in some cases have not been
surpassed in the sport of cricket.

Was Sir Donald Bradman in fact the greatest
batter the world has ever seen? In this unit of
work you will be using both quantitative data,
such as batting averages and run rates, and
qualitative data, such as comparing the bats
and protective equipment used in different eras
to support your conclusions about The Don.

YEAR 8-9 MATHEMATICS
Student Resource

BRADMAN BY THE NUMBERS
Background
Sir Donald Bradman is not only admired as the best batter that the
sport of cricket has ever known but is also consistently named in the
top 10 lists of the best athletes of all time. Sir Donald Bradman created
cricketing statistics that had never been seen before and in some
cases have not been surpassed.
“Was Sir Donald Bradman in fact the greatest batter the world has ever
seen?” With common terms such as batting averages and run rates,
Bradman Foundation.
www.bradman.com.au/home-bradman
the sport of cricket has a strong mathematical base and it is these
statistics that you will use to investigate Sir Donald Bradman’s cricketing international,
or Test career. You will use information available in the cricket records to support your
conclusions about The Don.
Essentially, you will learn how sports such as cricket rely heavily on the strength of
numbers. Howzat!
Before we get started, let’s check out your knowledge of some of Sir Donald Bradman’s
statistics:
QUESTION
1. Bradman is the only Australian player to have scored more than 100
centuries in first class cricket.
2. Bradman’s highest score in first class cricket was 452 not out for New
South Wales against Queensland at the SCG in January 1930.
3. Bradman is the only Australian cricketer to have twice scored a century
and a duck (0) in the same Test.
4. During the last innings of his career, he needed just 4 runs (or be Not
Out) to attain a batting average of 100. He was dismissed for a duck (0).
His words after his dismissal were ‘Fancy doing that!’
5. In December 1931 Bradman scored 100 runs in 3 overs (24 balls) at
Blackheath in the Blue Mountains.
6. The ABC postal address in all capital cities of Australia is Post Office Box
9994, relating to Bradman’s Test batting average.
7. Sir Donald Bradman’s favourite subject in school was mathematics.
8. On the centenary of his birth, 27 August 2008, the Royal Australian
Mint issued a $5 commemorative gold coin with Bradman’s image.
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TRUE

FALSE

Unit Description
Do statistics tell the whole story? Just how good was Sir Donald Bradman? This unit of work
is designed to allow you to analyse the Don’s statistics, view footage of Sir Donald Bradman
and other cricketing greats, and examine how the game of cricket was played during his era.
You will use this analysis to draw your own conclusions about Sir Donald Bradman.

Unit Expectations
In completing this unit, you will be expected to:
• ask questions (hypothesise) based on facts
• collect numerical data (called quantitative data)
• create tables, including frequency distributions, histograms and other types of graphs
• collect other types of information (called qualitative data)
• describe and interpret the different types of data in the relevant contexts
• use the quantitative and qualitative data to make informed decisions
• present your data to justify those decisions.
Provided that your teacher agrees, you can choose to present your data using either:
• calculations that you perform yourself (with the aid of a calculator) and hand-drawn
tables and graphs; or
• tables, calculations and graphs prepared using spreadsheet software such as Microsoft
Excel
Full sentences should be used for all written responses. If you attempt any of the optional
extension tasks, prepare your response(s) on your own paper and attach them to the
worksheet when you hand it in.
The glossary at the end of this unit can help by defining some of the task words used in
this unit as well as cricketing and statistical terms.

The Bradman Museum and International Cricket Hall of Fame, located
in Bowral, New South Wales. (www.bradman.com.au/home-bradman)
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Worksheet 1: Quantitative Data
Task A
1. Research to find the Don’s batting average during his Test career. Research the batting
averages of:
•

the best five Test batters of all time who have scored more than 2000 runs in their Test
careers; or

•

any five batters (male or female) still playing Test cricket who you rate as being
amongst the best in the world.
Use this data to complete
the following table:

Batter’s name
Sir Donald Bradman

Recommended websites

The Association of Cricket Statisticians and Historians:
To access cricket records, you will need to register at http://stats.acscricket.com/records.html
The site lists the Highest Career Batting Averages for men who have played 20 or more
innings, and Women’s Test Most Runs in Career batting records for women (for occurrences
over 800 runs).
Useful URL links include:
http://stats.acscricket.com/Records/Test/Overall/Batting/Highest_Career_Batting_Average.html
http://stats.acscricket.com/Records/Womens_Test/Overall/Batting/Most_Career_Runs.html
Ask your teacher about registering.

Batting average

International Cricket Council
http://www.icc-cricket.com
Current player rankings are
available on the website of the
International Cricket Council for
Men’s Test, One Day International
and T20 matches and for
Women’s One Day International
and T20 matches.

Free Plain Graph Paper from http://incompetech.com/graphpaper/plain/

2. Prepare a graph comparing the batting averages of Sir Donald Bradman with the five
batters that you chose (that is, using the data in the above table).
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3. Write a few sentences to explain the conclusions that you draw from this graph (an
explanation can be thought of as answering the questions what, how and why).

4. Which sentence is correct?
A.

The graphs conclusively shows that Sir Donald Bradman is an outstanding batter.

B.

The graphs conclusively show that Sir Donald Bradman is an outstanding batter.

C.

The graphs conclusively shows that Sir Donald Bradman was an outstanding batter.

D.

The graphs conclusively show that Sir Donald Bradman was an outstanding batter.

Task B
1. Find a full list of the runs scored by Sir Donald Bradman in Test matches, in chronological
(date) order. Is this population or sample data? Justify your answer.

2. What is the range of Bradman’s scores? Does the range provide useful information?
Justify your answer.

CR ICK E T SM A R T ST UDEN T R ES O URCE
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Free Plain Graph Paper from http://incompetech.com/graphpaper/plain/

3. Prepare a ‘Manhattan’ graph of the Don’s batting performances. This is a column
graph of the runs scored by a batter in each innings during his/her career, presented in
chronological order. This graph is commonly called a Manhattan graph in cricket because,
for most batters, it resembles the Manhattan skyline.

4. Can any of Bradman’s scores be classified as outliers? Justify your answer.

Bradman Foundation. www.bradman.com.au/home-bradman
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5. Prepare a stem and leaf plot of Sir Donald Bradman’s batting scores. Does it help to
understand the distribution of his scores? Justify your answer.

6. The next sentence has one word that is incorrect.
Write the correct spelling of the word in the box.
Sir Donald Bradman scored more than
200 runs in severall Test innings.
7. Calculate and record in the table below the mean, median and mode scores for the Don’s
Test career. Insert his batting average from Task A1.
Mean

Median

Mode

Batting average

Bradman Foundation. www.bradman.com.au/home-bradman
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8. Compare the values of the mean and batting average. They should be different for most
batters. Why?

[Optional extension task 1: Download the chronological list of the Don’s Test match
runs into a spreadsheet and use the spreadsheet formulas and/or functions to verify
the batting average. Print a copy. Set the spreadsheet to Show Formulas mode (in the
Formulas ribbon) and print another copy. Hand in both copies for marking.]
9. Draw a green horizontal line on your Manhattan graph to show the mean number of runs
scored. Draw a red horizontal line on that graph to show the median number of runs
scored. Compare the mean and median. Explain why they are different and what you
conclude about Sir Donald Bradman’s performances from these differences.

[Optional extension task 2: Compare the Don’s mean and median scores with those of
some other cricket greats. Explain what you can conclude about the performances of the
Don and those other cricket greats.]
10. Explain the result you obtained for the mode. What do you conclude about the usefulness
of the mode?

11. What is the next most common score? Is it more or less useful than the mode?
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12. Would you expect a different mode from other cricketing greats? Justify your answer.

13. Does the Manhattan graph of the Don’s batting scores show any variation in his
performances? Can you suggest any reasons for this pattern?

14. Sir Donald Bradman’s scores in his last 10 Test match innings were:

57, 138, 0, 38, 89, 7, 30, 33 (not out), 173, 0
The mode, mean, median and batting average were
calculated using these scores. Which of the following
statements is true:
A.

mode < median < batting average < mean

B.

batting average < mean < median < mode

C.

mode < median < mean < batting average

D.

mode < mean < median < batting average

Do not use
a calculato
r

Task C
1. Summarise Sir Donald Bradman’s Test performances in the frequency distribution
table below:
Runs scored (score)

Frequency

0-49
50-99
100-149
150-199
200-249
250-299
300-349

Total

Bradman Foundation. www.
bradman.com.au/home-bradman
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2. Select the most accurate statement about Sir Donald Bradman’s Test career:
A.

The Don scored 150 to 199 runs more often than he scored 200 or more runs

B.

The Don scored less than 50 runs more often than he scored 50 or more runs

C.

There was an equal chance of the Don scoring 50 to 99 runs as 150 to 249 runs

D.

The Don was more likely to score 250 to 299 runs than 300 or more runs

Free Plain Graph Paper from http://incompetech.com/graphpaper/plain/

3. Use the data in the table (on the previous page) to prepare a frequency histogram.

4. What are the similarities and differences between the Manhattan graph and the
frequency histogram?

5. Which of the two graphs would you prefer to use? Justify your decision.
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Worksheet 2: Qualitative Data
Task D
Some people have argued that Test cricket has changed so much that we cannot compare
Sir Donald Bradman to a modern Test cricketer. In this worksheet you are asked to
investigate the things (factors) that may make it difficult to compare Sir Donald Bradman
(whose career included 52 Tests spanning 21 years from 1928 to 1948) to a Test cricketer
playing today.
There is some data and some interesting video clips that your teacher can help you access
for this unit that may help your investigation.
See www.community.cricket.com.au/cricketsmart to view the Cricket Smart video resource.
1. Tactics:
Perhaps the first use of controversial tactics in cricket was by the England team on their
tour of Australia in 1932-33, under the captaincy of Douglas Jardine. The ‘leg theory’ (or
‘bodyline’ as it was called in Australia) was designed to restrict Bradman’s scoring rate.
Bradman missed the first Test in the 1932-33 series, through illness but played in the
other four matches. Find out what occurred in the bodyline series by watching video clips
on YouTube. Watch the video clip on tactics at community.cricket.com.au/cricketsmart.
What effect might these tactics have had on the Don’s Test performances? Obtain his
batting statistics for the four bodyline matches in which he played, then calculate the
batting average, and the mean and median runs scored. How did this compare to the
data about the rest of his career?

CR ICK E T SM A R T ST UDEN T R ES O URCE
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2. Bowling:
Find out who were the most common bowlers in the teams that the Don played against?
Collect data about these bowlers to compare them to some of the great bowlers of all
time and to the bowlers of today. How would you rate the bowlers that the Don faced?
Justify your decision using performance data.

3. Fielding:
Investigate the nature of the fielding today compared to that of Sir Donald Bradman’s era.
Watch the video clip on fielding at community.cricket.com.au/cricketsmart. Research the
training of fielders today compared to that of the 1920s and 30s. How would you rate the
quality of modern fielding compared to that of the Don’s era? Justify your decision.
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4. Equipment:
Watch the video clip at community.cricket.com.au/cricketsmart on the equipment used by
modern batters compared to the equipment that the Don used. What impact would this
have had on Sir Donald Bradman’s batting performances, especially during the bodyline
series? Justify your decision.

5. Other:
What other differences might there have been between the cricket that Sir Donald
Bradman played and that of today? What effect might those differences have had on his
Test performances?

CR ICK E T SM A R T ST UDEN T R ES O URCE
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Perspectives

Data

6. Complete the Extent Barometer to determine the importance of the factors in your list.
Rating

General Comments

7. When making a comparison between the Don and a modern batter, what is the effect
of the factors that you have considered in this worksheet? Do you think that it is fair to
compare Sir Donald Bradman’s performances with those of modern cricketers? Justify
your answer.

This worksheet on cricket, and in particular a cricketing great, has demonstrated that
numeric data is usually only part of the information that should be considered when making
a decision. The same holds true in our daily lives, where in most cases the best decisions
are made using judgement based on consideration of all of the available quantitative and
qualitative information.

Assessment Task
At the start of this unit we asked the question:

Was Sir Donald Bradman the greatest batter the world has ever seen?
Your task is to answer this question, making use of the work you have already done in
worksheets 1 and 2. You should include statistics, graphs and tables to justify your decision.
Your response can be a persuasive essay (of the type used in NAPLAN tests) or a logical
argument (of the type used in mathematical or scientific writing). The next two pages (one for
a persuasive essay and one for a logical argument) will assist you in writing your response.
Your teacher may tell you which form of writing to use or may allow you to choose. He/she
will also tell you how to present and submit your response.

CR ICK E T SM A R T ST UDEN T R ES O URCE
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Meaning

Things to consider

Sentence starters

The issue of…is highly controversial because…
Nothing polarises opinion as much as the issue of…
In recent years opinion has become much more divided on the issue of…
Although it has been argued that…, it is illogical/invalid/mistaken/lack evidence
because…
Firstly, let us consider the argument that… — easy to state but difficult to substantiate.
This issue of…appears to be quite straightforward; however, closer inspection reveals…
Whilst there are some arguments that support this point of view, I think that…
To argue…is insufficient, it fails to consider…
Some argued that…, however I…
The evidence to support this argument is accurate/credible/reliable/unreliable/difficult to
substantiate.
The main objection to these alternatives is…
There is a great deal of evidence to support…, not least of which is…
There is a compelling argument to…
There is a convincing argument/are several convincing arguments to support this point
of view.
Given those odds how can there be any doubt?
All the evidence points conclusively to…
…has/have been vehemently opposed to…
is weighted in favour of…
There are compelling arguments both in favour of and against…
The facts support only one conclusion:…

How valid are the reasons/evidence for each point of view?

What are the reasons/evidence that support the opposing point of view (to rebut/refute)?

What are the reasons/evidence that support your point of view (to reinforce your case)?

What is the opposing point of view?

What is your point of view?

Presenting reasons to convince others that your opinion is the correct one.

• Point of argument (topic sentence)
• Explanation of point of argument
• Evidence/examples that support
the argument
• Link to the theses and lead in to
next paragraph

• Main point is restated
• Support for the main point is
emphasised but may not involve
restating all arguments

CONCLUSION

ARGUMENT 2
• Point of argument (topic sentence)
• Explanation of point of argument
• Evidence/examples that support
the argument
• Link to the theses and lead in to
next paragraph

• Opening statement that attracts the
readers’ attention
• May include brief explanation of
key terms
• The writer’s position on the subject
(thesis)
• Preview of arguments (3, 2 and 1)
to follow that will support the thesis

INTRODUCTION

even though
evidence suggests
facts/factual
finally
furthermore
hence
however
if…then
in addition/additionally
in conclusion
inevitable/inevitably
likely that
moreover
nevertheless
obvious/obviously
of course
one reason for
opinion
persuaded

ARGUMENT 1

accurate/inaccurate
agreed/agreement
argued/argument
at one level
because
believed/belief
beyond doubt
bias
case
claimed
compelling
conclusive/conclusively
contradicted
convincing/convincingly
credible
data
demonstrated/
demonstration
disagreed/disagreement

PERSUADING
Useful language
Graphic Organiser
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Source
Carter, L. & Hipwell, P. 2013. How to write
what you want to say…in mathematics.
Boolarong Press. Brisbane, Australia.

• Point of argument (topic sentence)
• Explanation of point of argument
• Evidence/examples that support
the argument
• Link to the theses and lead in to
next paragraph

ARGUMENT 3

perspective
point of view
proved/proof
reasoned/reasoning
recent
refuted
so
strength
such as
supported
there are many reasons
therefore
therefore, it seems
thought
ultimately
up to date/out of date
whilst
without doubt/question

CR ICK E T SM A R T ST UDEN T R ES O URCE
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Meaning

Things to consider

Sentence starters

…must be given greater weight because…

On balance, the evidence supports…

The opposing arguments are outweighed by…

Source
Carter, L. & Hipwell, P. 2013. How to write
what you want to say…in mathematics.
Boolarong Press. Brisbane, Australia.

There are compelling arguments both in favour of and against…

It would appear that the issue of…is quite straightforward; however, closer
inspection reveals…

The evidence that supports this argument is accurate/credible/reliable/unreliable/
difficult to substantiate.

There is a great deal of evidence to support…, for example…

…has/have been opposed to…

Ultimately, it must be realised that…

To argue…is insufficient, it fails to consider…

In spite of/Despite this…

The main objection to these alternatives is…

There has been much debate about…

First, there are arguments about…

There are two/three/several argument(s) to support this position.

The arguments about…fall into…main areas: …

In recent years opinion has become much more divided on the issue of…

What do you conclude? Why?

How valid are the reasons/evidence for each point of view?

What are the reasons/evidence that support each point of view?

What are the various points of view?

Presenting both sides of a debate to reach a logical conclusion based on evidence.

REASONS FOR

even though
evidence supports
facts/factual
finally
furthermore
hence
however
if…then
in addition
in conclusion
likely that
moreover
nevertheless
obvious/obviously
on balance
on the other hand
one reason for
opinion

REASONS FOR

perspective
persuaded
point of view
proved/proof
reasoned/reasoning
recent
refuted
so
strength
such as
supported
there are many reasons
therefore
therefore, it seems
thought
ultimately
up to date/out of date
whilst

CONCLUSION

REASONS AGAINST

REASONS AGAINST

REASONS AGAINST

CONTRAST CONNECTIVES: on the other hand, whereas, however, alternatively,
by contrast, even though, on the contrary, conversely, etc.

REASONS FOR

TOPIC

accurate/inaccurate
agreed/agreement
argued/argument
at one level
because
believed/belief
bias
case
claimed
compelling
conclusive/conclusively
contradicted
convincing/convincingly
credible
data
demonstrated/
demonstration
disagreed/disagreement

ARGUING
Useful language
Graphic Organiser

Glossary
Task words:
Term

Meaning

analyse

To examine the parts of something in detail and discuss or interpret the relationship
of the parts to each other and to the whole; it may involve description, comparison,
explanation, interpretation and critical comment. In mathematics examining the parts of
something may require the use of statistical methods to display, summarise, compare
or infer.

argue

To present both sides of a debate to reach a logical conclusion based on evidence.

explain

To make an idea or situation clear by showing what it is (description), how it works
(process) and why it works or occurs (reasons).

justify

To show or prove that a decision, action or idea about something is reasonable or
necessary by giving sound, logical and appropriate reasons for it. A justification
answers the question “why”.
The following is an example of justification:

(Bradman Foundation. www.bradman.com.au/home-bradman)

persuade
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To present reasons to convince others that your opinion is the correct one.
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Cricket Terms:
Term

Meaning

batting average

The average number of runs scored per completed innings by a batter,
calculated by dividing the total number of runs scored by the number of times
the batter is out.

duck

The term given to a batter’s score when he/she is dismissed for a score of
zero.

innings

In a cricket match each team takes its turn to bat and attempts to score runs,
while the other team fields. Each turn is known as an innings. For an individual
batter, it is that part of the team’s innings that he/she is batting.

out

A batter is out when he/she loses his/her right to bat. They may be caught,
bowled or out from a leg before wicket (LBW). A cricket team is out when 10 of
the batsmen/batters have been given out, when the captain decides that the
team has scored enough runs or when the team has completed the maximum
number of overs allowed.

over

A set of six balls bowled from one end of the cricket pitch.

runs

The basic unit of scoring in cricket. To score a run, a striker must hit the ball
and run to the opposite end of the pitch, while his/her non-striking partner runs
to his/her end.

Test match

Cricket matches played between national representative teams with ‘Test
status’, as determined by the International Cricket Council. The two teams of
11 players play a four-innings match, which may last up to five days. There
were some no-limit Test matches played in Bradman’s era.

wicket

This word has several meanings. It can be the cricket pitch used for batting.
The fall of a wicket is a term to describe when a batter is out. Finally it can be
one of the three stumps, with a set of three stumps referred to as the wickets.

Bradman Foundation (www.bradman.com.au/home-bradman)
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Statistical terms:

20

Term

Meaning

chronological

Arranged in date or time order from earliest to latest.

column graph

A pictorial representation of statistical data using two scaled axes. The data is
represented in the region defined by the axes by the height of vertical columns.

data

Information, for example, facts, numbers, codes, descriptions. It is the plural form
of the word datum. A data set is a collection of data.

histogram

A column graph of a frequency distribution, in which the column widths are
equal to the range of scores in each class (group) and heights are equal to the
corresponding frequencies. The columns should touch each other (unless the
frequency for a particular score(s) is zero).

frequency
distribution
table

A table presenting statistical data. The first column (or row) presents the scores
(what is being counted or measured) and the second row or column shows the
frequencies (how often the score occurred). The table usually includes a total of
the frequency column (row).

mean

A statistic used to describe the central tendency of a data set. Sometimes called
the average or arithmetic mean, it is calculated by adding together all of the
scores in the data set and then dividing by the total number of scores in the data
set.

median

Another statistic used to describe the central tendency of a data set. The median
is the score(s) in the middle position when the scores in a data set are arranged in
order of size. It should not be confused with the word medium.

mode

Another statistic used to describe the central tendency of a data set. The mode
is the score that occurs the most commonly, that is, the score with the highest
frequency.

outlier

An observation that lies an abnormal distance from other values in a random
sample from a population.

qualitative
data

Data recorded as numbers, obtained by counting (called frequency) or measuring.

quantitative
data

Information about qualities, that cannot be counted or measured. The information
is recorded in words, usually as a description, for example colour, texture, taste.

range

A measure of variability. Mathematically, it is the highest score minus the lowest
score.

stem and leaf
plot

A table where each data value is split into a ‘stem’ (the first digit or digits) and a
‘leaf’ (usually the last digit).
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